How to use this document: Use this script to follow along with the conversation being built in
the In Depth Chatbot Building Tutorial video. For extra practice, try to build the conversation in
this script yourself in the conversation builder!

Web Pre-Screening Light Industrial Conversation for
Chabot Building Demo Video
Goal of conversation: Pre-screen candidates and schedule qualified candidates on a recruiter
calendar.
Greeting: Hi! My name is Reva and I am a virtual recruiting assistant with Blue Way

Staffing. Thanks for your application! The next step is to answer a couple of quick
follow-up questions. Let's get started!
Shift Preference: We offer a variety of shifts for this position. What shifts are you
interested in working? (Please select all that apply)
Options:
1. 1st shift
2. 2nd shift
3. 3rd shift
Lifting: This role requires you to lift up to 35 pounds throughout your shift. Are you
willing and able to meet this requirement?
If candidate answers no:
Failed Pre-screen Message: Unfortunately, that is a requirement for this role. It
sounds like this position isn't the best fit for you. Please check out our website for
other opportunities that are a better match.
RF Scanner Experience
Do you have experience with an RF Scanner?
If candidate answers no:
Jump to Consent Drug/Background Screen
How Much RF Experience: How much experience do you have working with an RF
scanner?

Consent Drug/Background Screen: If selected for this role, a background check and
drug screen are required prior to starting. Will you consent to a background check and
drug screen?
If candidate answers no:
Jump to Failed Pre-screen Message
Schedule a Time to Talk with Recruiter: Alright! It sounds like this role could be a
good fit for you. We’d love to talk to you ASAP. Please select a time to meet with a
recruiter that works for you.
Thank You/Goodbye: Thanks for taking the time to answer these questions. We look
forward to talking with you!

